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AN ILLUSTRIOUS LINE OF SPLENDOR:
175 People, Places,and Events that Have
Shaped Taylor University
A PUBLICATION OF TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

An Illustrious Line of Splendor
I sometimes hear someone refer to Bishop William Taylor as the founder of
the University.This is not the case. Fort Wayne College was re-named Taylor
in honor of the Bishop's productive interest in directing freshmen and funds
to the institution. When the University was relocated in Upland, he laid the
cornerstone of Old Main, the building which was destroyed by fire in January
of 1960.
There are other memorable names in our history - Thaddeus Reade, Sammy
Morris, Monroe Vayhinger, Burt W. Ayres. An illustrious line of splendor shines
through the dedicated labors of many other teachers and administrators ...
"Taylor is people" has been a meaningful motto for at least the last 25 years.
"The students are what the University exists for" has also been an honest
commitment during the same period.To be "Effectively Christian" has been a
conscious goal for much longer.
These slogans are not intended to be arrogant descriptions to which there are
no exceptions in our practice. But they are conscious aims that have served
at many points and on many occasions as powerful inspirations and helpful
guidelines in our cooperative efforts to bring about a better and bigger
educational community. I hope we will never discard them, not because we
think others can measure us by them and find us faultless, but because we
must measure and motivate ourselves by them.
Milo A. Rediger '39
From his article Looking Back From Yesterday in 1968.
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EVENTS AND
TRADITIONS

PLACES

PEOPLE

CALLED TO
REMEMBER

Lighthouse, Irish Studies, Melon
and Gourd, and Airband -programs

Wright Hall, Euler, Hector's
Hut, the Memorial Prayer Chapel
- just some of the places where
Taylor community members have
experienced life changing events.

Thaddeus Reade, Grace Olson,
Samuel Morris, Gene and Marylou

Taylor's Archivist, Ashley (Black
'07) Chu, shares how a study of
history can draw a person closer

and traditions that create lifelong
memories and friends.

Habecher - men and women who
left indelible marks on the lives of
others.

to God.

Charles Colson, the Watergate figure
whose conversion to Christianity
sparked a global evangelistic and
prison outreach ministry, speaks at

28 HISTORIC SPEAKERS
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and Friends (ISSN1073-4376) is published by Taylor
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E-mail: magazine@taylor.edu
Taylor University online: www.taylor.edu
Send address corrections and mailing updates to:
Office of Alumni Relations, 236 W. Reade Ave., Upland, IN 46989,
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Opinions expressed by individuals in this publication do not
necessarily reflect the views of Taylor University. Final determinations
regarding the publication of any submission to the alumni
magazine are within the sole discretion of Taylor University.
Founded in 1846, Taylor University is one of America's oldest Christian
liberal arts colleges. Over 2,000 graduate and undergraduate
students from 41 states and 25 foreign countries attend Taylor,
where majors in 66 fields of study are available. Taylor University
is the number one schoolin the Midwest region in the US News
& World Report survey, America's Best Colleges. Taylor has been
ranked in the region's top three for 25 consecutive years.
The mission of Taylor University is to develop servant
leaders marked with a passion to minister Christ's
redemptive love and truth to a world in need.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH
Seventy years after the signing of the
Declaration of Independence,20 years
after the deaths of Thomas Jefferson and
John Adams, and 15 years before the start
of the Civil War, a group of Methodists
launched a college where women could
study in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
In 1846, it bucked the existing norms to
admit women to college, let alone start
one where they would be educated. In
fact, nonconformity to conventional
understandings is a theme that God has
continued to weave into the history of this
very special place.Within a few years, Fort
Wayne Female College began accepting
men, making it Fort Wayne College. A
little over 40 years later, the school was
renamed for the globetrotting evangelist,
Bishop William Taylor.
With the passage of time,Taylor
University would become known as a
place that sent her students to the ends of
the earth for the sake of the Gospel. Some
became teachers or accountants, others

D. Michael Lindsay, Ph.D.
President and Professor of Sociology, Taylor University

became doctors or businesspeople, and
for others, God's call led them along paths
they had not previously imagined, and yet
followed by faith.
For 175 years,Taylor University has been
recognized as a place that educates men
and women in a discipleship setting for
lives of impact.And this world continues
to yearn for God's loving and redeeming
work in its midst.
Rebecca and I,along with our three
daughters (Elizabeth, Emily, and Caroline),
are thrilled to join the Taylor community.
In recent months as we have come to
know members of the Taylor community,
we have been amazed to see how God has
been at work in so many ways, and we are
excited to learn more and become more
fully integrated into this special place.
Thanks to each of you for the impact you
are having for the glory of God. May He
continue to bless and guide you,your
family, and the entire Taylor community.

EVENTS

Events and
Traditions
THAT HAVE SHAPEO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

6. Interracial Football - Taylor's 1954
game
with Fisk in Nashville,Tennessee,
University has been ranked the top
was played, defying a state law
Baccalaureate College in the Midwest 13 times
and in the top 3 of the Midwest region 25 times. declaring the game illegal.

1. #1 in U.S. News & World Report - Taylor

2. "Because it's Friday!" - Originated in 2001

when a member of 3WW wears an orange and
purple shirt to chapel and answers "Because
it's Friday!" when asked why he is wearing
the shirt.

7. Beanies - See sidebar. •

4. Airband - A wildly popular campus-wide

event that features students from various
wings and is comprised of lip syncing and
choreography to popular music.
5. All Campus Communion - The apex of
Taylor's Welcome Weekend when the newlyarrived Taylor student body joins for worship,
communion, and to pray over the incoming
freshmen and transfer students.

Beginning in the
mid-i920s, freshmen
students were
required to wear caps,
or green beanies,
during the first few
weeks of school as
one facet of their
initiation rites. The
1927 Taylor Tradition
book explains that
the beanies were
seemingly part of an
effort to represent
and embrace class
hierarchy - seniors
carried canes or

8. Becoming Taylor University - In 1889,

the former Fort Wayne College was
renamed Taylor University to honor the
life and work of Bishop William Taylor.

3. Accreditation - Taylor's first regional

accreditation came in 1947 and was the result
of efforts that began in the late 1930s.

GREEK BEANIES

9. Black Student union - Founded in
1974, BSU was one of Taylor's earliest
initiatives to create a more embracing
community for ethnic students.
10. Capital Campaigns - Public and

silent campaigns that raised funds for
capital construction and improvement.
11. Covid-19 - The global pandemic

that caused Taylor to transition to a
virtual setting during the 2020 spring
semester.

monocles, juniors
carried keys, and
sophomores wore
straw hats. While
many of the formal
and traditional new
student initiation
requirements were
discontinued in the
1970's, the wearing of
the green beanie to
indicate a freshman's
"greenness" lingered
for several more years.

EVENTS

TIME CAPSULE IN H.
MARIA WRIGHT HALL
When H. Maria Wright
Hall was constructed
on Taylor's campus in
1893, a time capsule
was placed inside the
building's cornerstone.
Nearly a full year after
the January 1960 fire
that destroyed the
building, the time
capsule was removed
from the rubble
and opened. Inside,
President B. Joseph
Martin discovered
materials from the
building's cornerstone
laying ceremony,
including an event
program, a train
schedule, and a note

,|
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from one of the event's
speakers. These
materials, as well as a
portion of the capsule
itself, are located
in the Ringenberg
Archives and Special
Collections.

12. Community Plunge - Began in 1993
as Freshman Plunge, which sent teams
of Taylor students into the surrounding
Upland community for projects including
weeding, painting, cleanup, and other work;
the Plunge was expanded after several years
when upper class students asked to join.
13. Fire at H. Maria Wright and resulting
Operation Emergency - Wright Hall, or
Old Main, was destroyed by fire on January
4,1960, resulting in reallocation space in
the remaining campus facilities and a
fundraising campaign to build new facilities
so the educational mission could continue.
14. First Board of Trustees Meeting
(September 28,1846) -The founding event
in the University's history.
15. Foot Washing of Freshmen - A Welcome
Weekend tradition when students from
Taylor's three upper classes in their
respective residence halls wash the feet of
incoming freshmen and transfer students.
16. Foundational Documents - Documents
written by individuals representing
Taylor's faculty, staff, and student body.
They express the spiritual and biblical
underpinnings of Taylor's Statements
of Faith, Sanctity of Life, Multicultural
Philosophy, Human Sexuality,and Life
Together.

17. Intercollegiate Sports in 1932 - Prior to
then, athletics at Taylor were intramural.
18. Intramural Sports - A program at Taylor
that fields teams comprised of students
from wings and other affiliations; sports
include touch football, basketball, and
volleyball.
19. Irish Studies Programme - Held each
fall and spring semester in Greystones,
Ireland; created to give Taylor students an
opportunity to live and study in Ireland while
experiencing the culture, arts, and people.
20. Leap around the Loop - First took place
during the 1996 Leap Year when students
lined the Vayhinger Loop for a giant game
of leapfrog.The feat was repeated a few
years later in an unsuccessful attempt to
achieve a Guinness World Record.
21. Lighthouse - Celebrating its 50th
anniversary this year, Lighthouse is an
annual series of trips taken in January to
locations in and beyond the United States
for mission-related work.
22. Thalos and Philos - Among the earliest
literary societies at Taylor were the
Thalonian and the Philalethian; they began
in the 1850s and marked Taylor's earliest
extracurricular activities.

EVENTS

29. Mu Kappa - A campus organization
supporting the sons and daughters of
missionaries, i.e. "missionary kids."
23. Move-In Day - The arrival of incoming
freshmen and transfer students.

30. My Gen/Nostalgia Night - Student talent
shows featuring Taylor student musicians
forming bands and performing hit songs.

24. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
31. National Student Leadership Conference
Commemoration - Held annually on the
MLK Federal holiday; classes are suspended (NSLC) - An annual conference on
leadership on the Taylor campus that
as Taylor students,faculty, staff, and
attracts students from around the United
residents from the surrounding area join
States.
for a day of music, prayer, and learning.
25. Melon and Gourd - An annual, weeklong game of tag by 3WW using a melon
and gourd and culminating in a Friday
climax at the Rediger Chapel/Auditorium
as students line the sidewalks to watch the
Wengatz men arrive in various costumes
and subterfuge to avoid being tagged.
26. Mosaic Night - An annual event
sponsored by the Office of Intercultural
Programs and the Multi-Ethnic Student
Association that showcases Taylor's
international and ethnic students with
food, song, tradition, and dance.
27. Cuenca, Ecuador Program - An
immersive program and cooperative
between Taylor, the Universidad del Azuay,
and the Verbo Church of Cuenca.
28. Move to Upland - The move took place
in 1892 when Upland-area preachers and
business leaders gave Taylor $10,000 and
10 acres for relocation to Upland from Fort
Wayne.

32. Open House - A beloved tradition that
sees residence hall wings open for campus
visitors, usually sporting a theme, i.e. 3EW's
Future Great Dads of America.
33. Reade's Biography of Morris - The book's
proceeds were used by Reade to support the
University.

THE TAYLOR TOWEL
The Taylor Towel,
originally presented
to graduating seniors,
is a reminder of the
emphasis placed on
servant leadership
and intentional
community, as well
as a call to embrace
the "messier" aspects
of community. The
first Commencement
ceremony to include
the Towel was 1983
and that tradition
continues today,
though the design of
the Towel has changed

34. Rice Pilaf - Taylor's improvisational
student comedy troupe.

over the years. Since
2013, freshmen
students and new

35. Ritz on the Roof - An annual party on
the roof of the Euler Science Complex to
celebrate Taylor's graduating senior class
members.

employees have also
received a towel
upon their arrival to
campus as a symbolic

36. Satellites - Since the 1990s,Taylor
physics students have designed and built
nanosatellites, which were subsequently
launched into space by NASA, the USAF, and
other agencies.

reminder of the
importance of truly
living life together
during their time at
Taylor.

37. Servant's Towel Tradition - See sidebar.•
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EVENTS

38. Silent Night - See sidebar (p. 25). •
39. Sing Noel - An annual Christmasthemed musical presentation by the
Taylor Chorale,Sounds, and other musical
ensembles.
40. Taylathon - Taylor's annual bicycle race
featuring teams of male and female riders
from each of the four classes.
41. Taylor Academy - A former finishing
school on the Taylor campus.
42. Taylor Theatre - Taylor's Theatre
program presents plays and musicals
that have included such well-known
productions as Godspell, Peter Pan, and The
Crucible.

43. First NAIA National Championship - Won
by Taylor's men's cross country team in 2021.
44. The Echo and Ilium - Taylor's student
newspaper and yearbook.
45. Trojan Horse - A capture-the-flag style
game using a carousel horse; formerly held
during Spirit Week, prior to Taylathon.
46. Tug-of-War - See sidebar.•

47.2006 Van Accident - The crash
on 1-69 that claimed the lives of four
Taylor students and a dining services
staff member.
48. Venture for Victory - An initiative
founded by Coach Don Odle,who led
basketball teams throughout Asia for
sports evangelism.

° echo
'People gel ready'. . . for

49. Wagon Wheel Game - The trophy
claimed by the winner of the TaylorAnderson football game.
50. Wandering Wheels - A cross
country, bicycle-riding, evangelistic
and educational outreach that began
as a fitness program by former football
coach Bob Davenport.

Youth Conference 1972

Davis announces
tuition increase

-

Taylor orchestra to perform
three classical xompotilion»

Second senior recital features
vocalists fcMcfc»«ytr, Sneliiak

51. Welcome Weekend - The kickoff
to the academic year, beginning with
the freshmen and transfer students'
arrival on campus and culminating in
an all-campus prayer and communion
service.
52. Youth Conference - An annual
evangelistic outreach to high school
students; hosted each spring on the
Taylor campus.
53. MAHE Program - The Master of
Arts in Higher Education,launched
in the mid-2000s; based on Taylor's
community life model.

FIRST COMPUTER AT TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Taylor University entered the computer age in 1967 under the direction
of computer scientist and Professor Dr. Wally Roth, and with the
addition of an IBM-H30 machine. This computer was used for a wide
variety of subjects, including business, math, science, and education.
It was also used to calculate grades, and Taylor's earliest computing
machines even had the capability to create graphic art. The IBM-1130
was a large machine, more similar in size to a desk than today's sleek
designs. Its technology, coupled with the experience and expertise of
Roth, helped to plant the seeds for what would eventually become a
thriving Computer Science & Engineering and Cybersecurity program.

EVENTS

TUG-OF-WAR COMPETITION

54. Final Four - The Taylor men's
basketball team advanced to the Final
Four during a run through the NAIA
national tournament in 1991.
55. New York Relief Trip - One-hundred
students and 10 faculty and staff
members traveled to New York a few
weeks after the 9/11attacks to support
relief efforts.

The tradition of a tugof-war between the
freshman and sophomore
classes began in 1935.
In early fall, students
would journey to the
Mississinewa River for
the competition to
determine the "stronger"
class. This tradition was
taken very seriously no classes were held
during the event, and
the exact location of
the competition was
kept secret to prevent
cheating. If the freshmen
lost the competition,
they had to wear their
"green beanies" for an
extra week. Though the
tradition technically
ceased in the 1950s, it
was reintroduced in the
1960s and continued
throughout the 1970s as
an interclass competition
that took place at various
locations around campus,
including near the
Fieldhouse and at Taylor
Lake.
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"MUSIC SHOWS US THAT GOD CARES ABOUT
BEAUTY. HE MADE A BEAUTIFUL WORLD; HE
WANTED A BEAUTIFUL TABERNACLE BUILT; AND
HE WANTED BEAUTIFUL MUSIC PLAYED IN IT."
- CONOR ANGELL ' 0 6 , ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
OF MUSIC AT TAYLOR UNIVERSITY.

PLACES

he original Fort Wayne College
building in Fort Wayne on College
Street, near the St. Mary's River
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PLACES

Places
THAT HAVE SHAPED TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

1. Ayres Alumni Memorial Library Constructed in 1952 and served as Taylor's
library until the opening of the Zondervan
Library in 1986. Now home to President's and
Provost's offices and Admissions.
2. Rice Bell Tower and Arlington Carillon Stands at the center of campus, adjacent
to the Zondervan Library. Its twin spires
symbolize faith and learning.
3. LaRita Boren Campus Center - Home to the
Rediger Chapel/Auditorium, Master of Arts in
Higher Education, Student Development, Office
of International Programs,Campus Pastor's
office, Counseling Center,Chick-fil-A express,
pizza and pasta options.

4. Center for the Study of C.S. Lewis
& Friends - Located in the Zondervan
Library, the Center is the home of
America's second largest collection of
C.S. Lewis-related writings and related
materials.
5. Clippinger Observatory - Taylor
University's first observatory, located
on the northeast corner of campus.
It featured a ten-and-one-half inch
reflector, equatorially mounted (first half
of 20th century).
6. Hodson Dining Commons - Taylor's
primary dining hall; named in honor
of longtime Upland banker and beloved
Taylor benefactor, Arthur Hodson.

7. Devil's Backbone - Officially known as CR
650s, the Backbone is a narrow road directly
west of campus known for steep drop-offs
and narrow passage.
8. The Dome - Built as the Storer Food
Services Center and attached to the second
Morris Hall; was later home to the Student
Union, grille, TSO, TWO, others.
9. Taylor University Fort Wayne (TUFW)
- from 1992 to 2009, Taylor University
operated a campus in Fort Wayne after a
merger-acquisition agreement with the
former Summit Christian College/Fort
Wayne Bible College.

PLACES

10. Fort Wayne Medical School - One of
Indiana's best known medical schools;
merged with Taylor University in
1890s; later merged into what would
become the Indiana University School
of Medicine.
11. H. Maria Wright Hall - The first
building constructed on Taylor
University's campus after its move
from Fort Wayne in 1893. Wright Hall
was destroyed in a fire in 1960.
12. Mastodon - See sidebar.•
13. Haakonsen Hall - Named for Taylor's
longtime nurse, Lilly Haakonsen, the
former Haakonsen Health Center was
the refuge where hundreds of Taylor
students were cared for and monitored.
Most recently, it was pressed back into
its original use when students sickened
by Covid-19 were housed there.
14. Helena Memorial Hall - The site
of the former Schreiner Auditorium,
which hosted chapel services and later
plays after the opening of the Rediger
Chapel/Auditorium.After a devastating
fire in 1986, Helena was restored and
became home to Taylor's Presidential
office suite and Admissions.
15. Kesler Student Activities Center Named for beloved alumni and former
First Couple Jay and Janie Kesler;

THE TAYLOR UNIVERSITY MASTODON
When Professor of Biology John H. Furbay learned that a mastodon skeleton had been discovered
two miles east of Taylor's campus, he jumped at the opportunity to acquire it. After paying the
landowner $75-00, Furbay and 35 students began excavation, eventually unearthing a nearcomplete skeleton. The jaw of the mastodon measured 35 inches in length and the thigh bone over
four feet. The Taylor Mastodon was the first skeleton of what would become a substantial collection
of comparative anatomy at Taylor which expanded to include, among more common animals, a
South American llama, an Indian elephant, and an African lion. The Mastodon was lost in the 1960
fire of H. Maria Wright Hall, which destroyed the Walker Museum in which the exhibit was housed.
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adjoins Odle Arena; features
an aerobics center (The Well),
Eichling Aquatic Wing,and
Fieldhouse (home for indoor

mmM

track meets, intramural
sports, Inaugurations, and
Commencements).
16. Kollege Korner - Taylor's
original bookstore and
campus shop/gathering place,
located on Reade Ave.
17. Magee-CampbellWisconsin Dormitory
- Known as MCW, this
building, located on the
campus' northwest side,
housed hundreds of students
until its replacement by
English and Gerig Halls.
18. Maytag Gymnasium
- The site of hundreds of
basketball and volleyball
games, physical education
classes, and chapel services.
When Odle Arena opened
in the mid-70s, Maytag was
remodeled to create the
Rediger Chapel/Auditorium.

m

19. Memorial Prayer Chapel Dedicated two years after the
2006 crash that claimed the
lives of four Taylor students
and a dining services staff
member; Taylor's primary
prayer chapel; memorial
to every student, faculty,
staff person who died while
connected with Taylor.

BEANS
The T.U. Cookbook was published
and distributed in December of
1914, and featured recipes from
students, faculty, and women on
campus as well as staples of the
dining service. Its main object was
"to make the many good cooks
of Taylor University and vicinity
acquainted with each other's best
"specialties," the recipes for which
are either original or so rare as to
be found in very few cookbooks."
Notably, Taylor's beans seemed
to have been popular, as the
cookbook begins with the poem,
T. U. Beans:
See them steaming,
oh the flavor
Of the famous T. U. Beans,
When you've been
a year in Taylor
You'll know better
what that means.

20. Meredith Prayer Chapel
- Taylor's original prayer
chapel; housed in Sickler
Hall; was renovated in 2017
and continues to be used
today.
21. Rediger Chapel/
Auditorium - Named for
President Milo A. Rediger;
site of chapel services/special

First they're soaked,
and then they're ready
To be parboiled,
and next cooked;
When they're seasoned
to a nicety
They're too good
to be o'er looked.

events.
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View on University Farm

THE TAYLOR FARM
The purchase of 70-acre Taylor
Farm was made possible by a
donation of $5,000 from Mrs.
Martha McGrew in 1914, with
the rest of the $7,000 price
filled out by smaller donations
the following year. Mrs. McGrew
then donated an additional
$1,000 for the construction of a
new, modern barn. In addition
to this barn, the farm featured
a silo, orchard, garden,
greenhouses, laboratories, a
hog farm, a chicken farm, and
a dairy. The dairy included a
sizable herd of cattle and at
one point produced 80 gallons
of milk daily, which was then
processed off-campus and
returned for use in the dining
commons. Students could
take courses such as crop
cultivation, the management
of soils, fertilization methods,
dairy husbandry, and
horticulture. The Taylor Farm
was a unique asset on campus
for several decades but was
ultimately diminished when

1

Taylor began to expand the
campus to the south.
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22. Ringenberg Archives and Special Collections - Located
in Zondervan Library; is the home of Taylor's institutional
archives.
23. Samuel Morris Hall - There have been three iterations
of Morris Hall.The first two were on First Street and later
on Reade Avenue (attached to the Dome); the current
Morris Hall is on Vayhinger Circle (the Loop).

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
FOUNDED 1846

24. Shreiner Auditorium - Located on the second floor
of Helena; was Taylor's chapel for many years and later
home to Theatre Department productions.
25. Sickler Hall - Located on Reade Avenue, directly across
the street from Swallow Robin. It is home to the Meredith
Prayer Chapel; former home to the communications
program; former residence hall for women.
26. Steam Tunnels - A series of underground passages
from the era during which the campus was heated by a
steam plant.
27. Swallow Robin Hall - Designed by renowned African
American architect Samuel Plato; constructed in 1917.
28. Taylor Farm - See sidebar. I
29. Taylor Lake - Located on the southwest corner of
campus; created as a swimming spot for basketball
campers.

30. Euler Science Complex/Nussbaum Science Center
- Taylor's primary science facility and home to biology,
computer science, mathematics, physics, chemistry, etc.
31. Thaddeus Reade's Grave - Located on the northeast
side of campus near Helena Memorial Hall.
32. The Hurl - One of three pieces of modern sculpture
that stood on the Taylor campus for nearly 20 years.
33. The Loop - The circular drive on the Taylor campus;
now named for former President Monroe Vayhinger.
34. WBCL - The radio ministry of Taylor University;
located on the former TUFW campus.
35. West Village - Mobile homes that were placed on
the west side of Odle Arena to hold overflow of students
during the Kesler era.
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PEOPLE

People
WHO HAVE SHAPED TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

1. A Belle Corson - Instrumental in
developing the Ladies' Physical Culture
Class in 1905, which became required for all
female students in 1906.
2. Alexander Huestis - The first President
of Fort Wayne Female College,which would
later become Taylor University.
3. Alice Holcombe '39 - Head Librarian, served
in that role for 35 years, beginning in 1946.
4. Angie Fincannon - Winningest Head
Volleyball Coach in Taylor's history and later
the Director of Intercollegiate Athletics.
5. Barton Rees Pogue - A1919 alum; Taylor
professor, debater, writer; one of Indiana's
best-known and well-loved poets.
6. William (Bill) Carey Ringenberg '69 Longtime Professor of History and the
author of numerous books about Christian
colleges. He also authored three books
chronicling the history of Taylor University.
7. Bishop William Taylor - Evangelist and
respected missionary; the namesake of
Taylor University.

11. Calvin English - An 1884 graduate of Fort
Wayne Medical College and significant
benefactor to Taylor; his wife was Mary
Tower English (namesake of English
Hall), and his daughter was Betty Mitchell
(namesake of the Mitchell Theatre).
12. Charles R. Jaggers '69 - a longtime
administrator and vice president who
shepherded Taylor's student development
program to unprecedented success. He was
also one of the authors of the Life Together

15. Culla Vayhinger - The wife of President
Monroe Vayhinger and President of the
Indiana Branch of the Women's Christian
Temperance Union.
16. Daryl Yost - Administrator who,as
Provost, joined with Jay Kesler to form
one of Taylor's most successful and
consequential leadership teams.
17. David Gyertson - Educator, speaker,
broadcaster, ordained pastor; he served as

Covenant.

Taylor's President from 2000-2005.

13. Clyde Meredith - President of Taylor;
achieved Taylor's first accreditation;
oversaw construction of the Ayres Library.

18. David Neuhouser - Mathematics
professor; devotee of the writings of
C.S. Lewis; was instrumental in the
establishment of the Center for the Study
of C.S. Lewis and Friends on the Taylor

8. Bob Davenport - Highly-successful Taylor
head football coach and the founder of
Wandering Wheels.
9. Burt Ayres - A revered faculty member
and the namesake of the Ayres Alumni
Memorial Hall (originally the Ayres
Memorial Library); served 50 years.

14. Connie (Hall '74) Lightfoot - Dean
of Taylor's Social Sciences, Education,
and Business; Registrar; member of the
Computer Sciences and Systems faculty.

campus.

10. C.L. Clippinger - Dean of the
University and namesake of the Clippinger

19. Don Odle '47 - Men's Head Basketball
Coach and founder of Venture for Victory
- one of the earliest known instances of

Observatory.

sports evangelism.

20. Elizabeth McNeil - Served in

29. George Glass '58 - Revered coach and

Taylor's Liberian mission soon

athletic administrator; Director of Taylor's

after the death of Samuel Morris.

Alumni Department; member of Taylor's
Athletic Hall of Fame; Olympic track

21. Ella MaGee - One of the largest

official.

individual donors in Taylor's
history; gave $50,000 toward

30. Gladys Greathouse - Department

construction of MaGee-Campbell-

Chair of Speech and Drama; taught theatre

Wisconsin Residence Hall.

courses and directed plays.

22. Elmer Nussbaum '49 -

31. Grace Husted - Faculty member; taught

Renowned nuclear physicist;

English, German, rhetoric, Bible history at

Professor of Science at Taylor;

Fort Wayne and Upland campuses; one of

the namesake for the Nussbaum

Samuel Morris' teachers.

Science Building.
32. Grace Olson - Longtime administrator,
23. Evan Bergwall '39 - Board of

professor; recognized for academic rigor;

Trustees member; President of

namesake of Olson Hall.

Taylor.
33. Hank Voss Sr. - Longtime Professor of
24. Dr. Faye Chechowich

SILENT NIGHT PART I: CHRISTMAS
WITH JAY
On December 13,1987, The Echo
advertised the first ever "Jay
Kesler Christmas Special," which
quickly became an eagerlyanticipated and attended event
on campus that continues to this
day. Originally, students were
invited to don their pajamas and
enjoy cookies while Provost Daryl
Yost read 'Twos the Night Before
Christmas, and President Jay
'58 and First Lady Janie (Smith
'58) Kesler shared Christmas
memories and read the Nativity
story. Throughout the years, the
event took on different names
for each President and featured
food, competitions, movies, and
a visit from "Santa." In 1993, the
"Christmas With Jay" event was
combined with the Ivanhoe's
Classic basketball game, and
students were encouraged to
wear their pajamas to the game
and then attend the Christmas
event directly after. This
connection would eventually
evolve into what the Taylor
community now recognizes as
Silent Night.
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'74 -

Physics; was foundational in creating a

Longtime Professor in the Biblical

program that allowed Taylor students to

Studies, Christian Education, and

build small satellites that were launched by

Philosophy (BSCEP) Department;

NASA, the United States Air Force, and other

Administrator.

agencies.

25. Frances Ewbank - Professor of

34. Harold J. Ockenga '27 - Preacher,

English and Literature; President

theologian; educator; founder of Christianity

of the Indiana College English

Today, National Association of Evangelicals,

Association; namesake of the

Fuller Theological Seminary; President of

Frances Ewbank Colloquium

Gordon College and Divinity School; First

for the Study of C.S. Lewis and

President of Gordon-Conwell Theological

Friends.

Seminary; Pastor of Park Street Church in

26. Grace Roselyn (Rosie) (Baugh

Ockenga Honors Lodge at Taylor.

Boston, Massachusetts; namesake of the
'55) Kerlin - The first woman to
chair the Taylor Board of Trustees;

35. Hazel Butz-Carruth Anderson - Multi-

namesake of the Grace R. Kerlin

generational English department faculty

Women in Leadership Award.

member; recognized and revered for
demanding the best from her students.

27. George Fenstermacher '22 -

Violin professor; Dean of Men;

36. Herb Nygren '51 - Revered professor of

Orchestra conductor; German

biblical studies and Christian education;

professor.

shaped the careers of hundreds of future
pastors and educators.

28. Eugene (Gene) B. Habecker

'68 - President and later President

37- Ivel Guiler '23 - Taylor Academy graduate

Emeritus of Taylor; former

in 1919; University Librarian.

President of the American
Bible Society; his Vision 2016

38. Jay Kesler '58 - President of Taylor

campaign led to the construction

University; presided over an unprecedented

of facilities that included the

period of growth in Taylor's history, later

Euler Science Complex and LaRita

became Chancellor and President Emeritus;

Boren Campus Center,as well as

President of Youth for Christ; author; host

individual Centers of Excellence.

of daily radio program Family Forum.

PEOPLE

39. Jere Truex '68 - Alumnus and staff

44. Sam Wolgemuth '38 - Served a lengthy

49. Jorge Masa '28 - Wrote The Angel in Ebony,

member who became Indiana's longest-

tenure on Taylor's Board of Trustees; was

aka The Life and Message of Sammy Morris,a

surviving respiratory quadriplegic after

President of Youth for Christ.

comprehensive biography of Samuel Morris.

contracting polio at the age of seven.
45. Joe Burnworth - Longtime Professor

50. Joyce Helyer - Interim Vice President

40. Jessica Rousselow-Winquist - Theatre

of Education; namesake of the Burnworth

for Advancement and one of the first

director and Communication Arts faculty

Award for promising faculty in their first

women to hold a position in Taylor's senior

member for 49 years.

five years of service at Taylor.

leadership.

41. James Coe - Longtime Professor of

46. John C. White - Minister of the Upland

51. Kittie Smith - Student in 1908-09 whose

Business; was instrumental in establishing

United Methodist Church in the 1890s who

arms were amputated when she was a child.

a cooperative/exchange program with

played a key role in negotiations with Taylor

Vocalist in Thalonian society; considered

Nizhny-Novgorod University in Russia.

that resulted in the move to Upland from

one of Taylor's "most versatile" students;

Fort Wayne.

later opened a home for disabled children in
Chicago.

42. Jim Wheeler '79 - Awell-loved student

and musician whose battle with colon cancer

47. Richard Allen Farmer - Dean of the

impacted Taylor.

Chapel, frequent speaker at Taylor,Taylor

52. Colleen Kraft '98 - Physician, educator,

friend for more than 25 years.

infectious disease expert; cared for Ebola
patients during the 2014 outbreak and Covid

43- Jo Ann (Kinghorn '72) Rediger Professor of Music and leader of Taylor's

48. John Paul - President of Taylor; guided

Chorale and Sounds vocal ensembles for 25

Taylor through receivership in the 1920s;

years.

was influential in Taylor's separation from

patients over the past 18 months.

the Methodist Church and its becoming an
interdenominational college.
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53. Leland and LaRita

Boren - Longtime friends,
philanthropists; LaRita Boren
was a member of Taylor's Board
of Trustees for 33 years and
later named Trustee Emeritus;
funded numerous scholarships
allowing Bahamian students to
attend Taylor; provided major
funding for numerous Taylor
fundraising initiatives including
the construction of the Euler
Science Complex and the LaRita
Boren Campus Center.
54. Lily Haakonsen - Beloved

health center nurse; namesake
of Haakonsen Hall.
55. Mark Cosgrove - Psychology

Professor for 45 years; led
freshman orientation.
56. Mary Osee Snead Shilling -

A science professor and one of
Taylor's earliest female faculty
members.
57. Marylou (Napolitano '68)

at the end of her tenure; was

Local Preachers - Owners of

Taylor's first female Interim

Professor of Arts/Humanities;

President.

taught poetry, creative writing;

Habecker - First Lady for

Fort Wayne College in the early

11 years, prior to that was a

1890s; formed Taylor University;

member of the Taylor Board of

merged Fort Wayne Medical

Trustees.

College into Taylor.

58. Michael Hammond '92 -

62. Elijah Tarpeh - Former

author.
66. Paul Patterson - Taylor's
Head Men's Basketball Coach for

71. Samuel Morris - An African

34 years who led the Trojans to

prince whose miraculous

734 wins, numerous trips to the

conversion, escape from captors,

President of Gordon College,

national president of the Sinoe

NAIA national tournament, and

and desire to learn of the Holy

past Taylor Provost who helped

County Association in the

a Final Four appearance in 1991.

Spirit brought him to Taylor. He
died less than two years after

guide Taylor through the Covid

America's; was an integral link

pandemic; was President of the

for Taylor and Samuel Morris'

67. Rick Seaman '78 -

arrival from pneumonia, but his

Taylor Student Organization as

home region in Liberia.

Professor in Taylor's Business

impact was so profound that

Department; Coach of Women's

people continue to study his life

63. Olive May Draper - Science

Tennis.

nearly 130 years after his death.

a senior.
59. Milo A. Rediger '39 - A

professor; astronomer.
68. Dr. Roger Jenkinson '60 -

72. Dr. Steven Bedi '65 - An

scholar, longtime Academic

64. Oliver (Ollie) Hubbard - In

Member of Taylor's faculty for

accomplished public educator

Dean, served two presidential

29 years as Professor of Theatre,

52 years; professor of Geography

who returned to Taylor as a

terms at Taylor, formulated

he elevated Taylor's Theatre

and History; member of Taylor's

Professor of Education; later

Taylor's Anchor Points document

program; directed numerous

Athletic Hall of Fame.

became Provost and served with

that would shape the University

plays.

foundational and respected

for years to come.
65. Paige (Comstock '77)

distinction; namesake of the
69. Dr. Ruth Ann Breuninger

Bedi Center for Teaching and

- Professor of Christian

Learning Excellence.

60. Monroe Vayhinger - Taylor's

Cunningham - Attorney;

Education; was foundational in

President from 1908-1921;

accomplished prolife advocate;

creation of Taylor's Lighthouse

73- Susan Talbott Wengatz -

oversaw construction of

longtime Board of Trustees

program in January; namesake

The wife of missionary John

Swallow Robin, Helena Halls;

member who served as Chair

of Breuninger Hall.

Wengatz; the couple served as

Vayhinger Loop namesake.
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70. Sadie Louise Miller -

61. National Association of

missionaries in Africa.

PEOPLE

SILENT NIGHT MHTII: THE
IVANHOE'S CLASSIC
in 1984, beloved local restaurant
Ivanhoe's began sponsoring
the annual Ivanhoe's Classic

74, Thaddeus Reade - Taylor's last
Fort Wayne President and first Upland
President; presided over the institution's
move to Upland; wrote a biography of
Samuel Morris that raised thousands
of dollars, which he used to keepTaylor
operating during a difficult financial period.
75. George Harrison - Professor of Biology
for 31years.

80. Waldo (Wally) Roth '59 - Seminal
in the founding and establishment of
Taylor University's computer science
program.

81. Walt Campbell '64 - Served 35
years; Dean of Students; played a
central role in advancing Taylor's
student development program.
82. Wellington Chiu '74 - Served for 16

76. Tim Herrmann '77 - Foundational in
establishment Of the Master of Arts in
Higher Education program; served Taylor for
43 years as Professor of Psychology, member
of Taylor's Student Development staff.
77. Thomas Jones *71 - History Department
faculty member, Dean of Liberal Arts,and
Acting Provost who has served 43 years.
78. Ted Engstrom '38 - President of Youth

for Christ,Vice President of World Vision
who brought international attention to a
humanitarian crisis in the Horn of Africa;
author.
79. Vida Wood - Biology professor; research
Scientist.

years on the Taylor Board; admired for
prayerfulness, humility.
83. Lowell Haines '7s - President;

member of the Board of Trustees;
attorney; member of Taylor's Student
Development staff.
84, Wilt Cleveland *49 - Editor
of the Taylor alumni magazine,
photographer, and public relations
director for 29 years.
85. Joel Sonnenberg '00 - Was
severely burned in an auto crash as
a toddler and overcame his physical
challenges to share his Christian

testimony.

basketball tournament, which
was eventually combined
with the "Christmas with Jay"
celebration. Beginning in 2000.
the tradition of "Silent Night"
began, where students pack Odle
Arena and maintain silence until
Taylor scores the tenth point,
after which they erupt with noise,
sometimes storming the court to
break the silence. The rest of the
game maintains high energy as
different chants circle the court,
ranging from the name of Taylor's
president to the oft-included
"C. S. Lewis." in the last two
minutes of the game, students,
faculty, and staff link arms while
singing Silent Night. Played the
Friday before finals week to bring
campus together before the
exams, attending Silent Night
is now a nationally recognized
tradition and one of the
community's most anticipated
events.

"STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE IS MUCH MORE
DIFFICULT THAN JUST PLAYING TO WIN."
- PAUL PATTERSON, TAYLOR MEN'S BASKETBALL
COACH, HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE.

Historic Speakers,
Guests, and Musical
Performances
While space does not permit the inclusion of every speaker, guest, or musical
artist to visit the Taylor campus, we have included names of a wide variety of
women and men who have journeyed to Fort Wayne (during Taylor's Fort Wayne

Marta Gabre-Tsadick

era) and Upland.

BH
B35EJSSL Methodist
Episcopal Bishop/
missionary/
namesake of Taylor
University (1855)
SHBEEB5B,
explorer/author,
presented One

1
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member of the
Maytag appliance
family, benefactor to
Taylor, namesake of
the former Maytag
Gymnasium (1929)

Bob Pierce
President and
Founder of World
Vision (1953)
E alter H Judd
Congressman from
Minnesota (1956)

Bonnie Kaslo
Roberts, Chief
Justice of the
Florida Supreme
Court - June 10,1961
atthew Welsh
Governor of Indiana
-October 27,1961

.former
U.S. Senator from
Indiana (1968)
ohn Denve
recording artist (1969)
IHkyinirenrnr
Governor of Indiana
(1971)

Rick Nelson.singer
and actor from The
Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet (1973)

Vincent Price
(1973)

Oswald C.J.
Hoffmann, host of
SH0SE321, founder
The Lutheran Hour
and namesake of the
l, Major
Thousand Miles
General; Chaplain of Bill Pearce
radio broadcast
Clarence
store chain (1957)
Down the Tigris
the U.S.Army (1962) trombonist, host
(1974)
River with artifacts
of syndicated radio
prohibitionist (1930)
from Armenia and
Leslie Frost
Japanese pilot who
program Night
Mesopotamia (1919)
Ballentine
daughter
Sounds (1972)
led
the
air
raid
Illinois
E99E3SS3S3S,
on Pearl Harbor
of Robert Frost, gave
congressman,
Aaron S Watkins
President of Ball
in 1941; he later
Wernher von Brauii 1980 Independent
the address Modern
State Teachers
Candidate for U.S.
came to Christ and
Poetry Looks at the
Deputy Associate
College (1930)
Candidate for
President on the
was a passionate
Modern World (1962)
Administrator
Prohibition ticket;
President of the
illiam F Oldham
missionary (1957)
of NASA, rocket
President of Asbury
United States (1974)
Herman B.Wells
ME Bishop, author,
scientist (1972)
College (1920)
President of Indiana
missionary, founder Edward L R Elson
Pastor of National
University (1965)
erome Hines
of Anglo Chinese
the first black
Presbyterian Church
School (1930)
opera singer,visited Congresswoman
B, noted
Carl "Doe"
in Washington DC
several times
American politician,
and first black
Severinsen .former
(1958)
candidate for
and received an
woman to run for
band leader for The honorary Doctor of
President, lawyer in the grandson of
President (1974)
E1SXH, Christian Tonight Show with
the Scopes Monkey Sitting Bull (1930)
Music from Taylor
author (1960)
Johnny Carson,
Trial (1921)
in 1972(1958,1963,
Peter Nerc , pianist
trumpet player
1972,1987)
(1975)
(1968)
Alvin C York, soldier, Governor of Min
nesota (1951)
WWI hero (1929)
E,ABC
news anchor (1973)
missionary (1968)
J5, noted
evangelist (1930)

Bill and Gloria

BBB
[SEES, Board of
Trustees member,
founder of Project
Mercy, first woman
Senator under
Emperor Selassie
(1991)

kimmiau.

Gaither .recording

President of World
Vision (1977)

artists, singers,
authors (1984,2008,
2010,2011)

former Deputy
Director of the Peace
Corp/congressman
(1977)

Francis and
Edith Schaeffer
theologians (1984)

Malcolm
journalist (1979)

Christian author,
speaker, pastor
(1986)

musician (1979,1983)

Stuart and Jill1
Briscoe.authors,

Rich Mullins

Dino Kartsonakis

speakers (1975,1984,
1987,1995)

Christian singer
(1991,1996)

Brennan Mannin
author (1990)

J, (known
as Christian artist
Katy Hudson)
appeared with Bebo
Norman (2001)

pianist and Dove
Award recipient (1986)

3, Christian rock
band (1990)

Mark Hatfield

United States
Senator from
Oregon (1981)

KP Yohannan
Founder and
President of Gospel
for Asia (1996)

Miroslav Vol
theologian,
philosopher, author
(2012)

(33ES3SE former
NFL quarterback,
Heisman Trophy
Award winner (2018)

IffliWliiSBffliE. Civil
Rights leader,
author, speaker
(1981,1996,2015)

0, author,
speaker, pastor
(2010,2011,2014,
2019)

Bob Go |j, author

(2015)

Israel L Gaithei
Commissioner of
Salvation Army
(2008)

(United States
Senator from
Indiana/
former Mayor of
Indianapolis) and

author of Left Behind
series (2010,2013,
2018)

(former Congress
man from Indiana)
for a dialogue on
civility and public
service (2017)

Lee Hamilton

EHBSBBSBE-Iran

hostage, 1981

Charles Colso
author, speaker,
apologist, Watergate
figure who came to
faith during that
time (1985,1996)

§, Administrator
of United States
Environmental
Protection Agency,
Board of Trustees
member, alumnus
(2006)

BBBBBBIB. United
States Senator from
Indiana (1990)

IfflBBIdKlil!. author,
theologian (2004)

pastor,
radio personality
(1992,2011)

BCTgmffim author,
Christian apologist
(2017)

Mike Pence ,vice
President of the
United States/
former Governor of
Indiana (2019)
fliliBfiBBfH.NFL
Hall of Fame
member, Super Bowl
winning coach for
the Indianapolis
Colts, author,
speaker (2019)
Valter Kim
President of
National Association
of Evangelicals
(2021)

philosopher (March
Richard C.

Halverson.Chaplain
of Senate (1983)

2,2011)

Michael W.Smith

Christian recording
artist, songwriter
(most recently 2018)
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The nature of an
archive is to preserve,
for future access. At
Taylor University, the
Ringenberg Archives
and Special Collections

Called to
Remember:
The Importance

of Preserving Our
Institutional Memory
ASHLEY (BLACK '07) CHU, MLS

collects, preserves,
makes accessible, and
promotes the story
of Taylor University,
serving as the "keeper"
of our institutional
memory.

As we recognize,celebrate, and
honor Taylor University's 175year legacy,emphasis is placed
on telling the story of God's
faithfulness to our institution.
This story is best told by recalling
the experiences of those that
have gone before us, though we
should be mindful that we are
currently living and writing
the stories that will someday be
shared as history. As Christians,
we are called to remember
and reflect on God's provision,
blessing, and warnings from
generation to generation.This
calling is clearly demonstrated
in Joshua 4 when the Lord
directs Joshua to establish a
memorial of 12 stones, creating
a visible monument to prompt
future generations to ask
about, discover, and reflect on
this experience. In order to
be remembered, stories and
experiences must be kept, and
passed on.
The nature of an archive is
to preserve, for future access.
At Taylor University,the
Ringenberg Archives and
Special Collections collects,
preserves, makes accessible,
and promotes the story of
Taylor University, serving as the
"keeper" of our institutional
memory.The increasing
number of students engaging
archival collections through
their classes are encouraged
to thoughtfully consider why

it is important to preserve our history
and why current students benefit from
understanding Taylor's heritage. It is not
simply to recreate the past or dwell on it
unnecessarily; history offers context to
our personal and communal stories.
Serving as the University Archivist and
Special Collections Librarian has allowed
me the opportunity to engage many
of the major and minor threads in the
tapestry of our institution's history. An
archivist's duty is to study, to know, to
preserve, and to demonstrate to others
the value of the Collection's materials,
all of which have been created by people.
These include historically significant
figures in our history such as Bishop
William Taylor, Grace Olson, Milo Rediger,
Olive May Draper, Thaddeus Reade,
and others.Though I never met any of
these individuals, I take seriously the
responsibility, and honor of preserving
their legacies.
I enjoy studying the life of Dr. Milo A.
Rediger '39, whose rich wisdom and
thoughtful insight flows from the
spiritual lens through which he viewed
his vocation. Dr. Rediger was interested
in conveying the heritage and legacy of
God's faithfulness to Taylor University
to the campus community.He identified
Taylor: Today and Tomorrow as a theme for
a faculty-student-trustee conference in
1968 where he discussed how, "History
is the record of change and the story of
what persists and continues in the life of
an institution while change takes place."
Dr.Thaddeus C.Reade's commitment both
to Taylor University and to his Christian
faith is remarkable.Many stories exist of

how his relationship with the
Lord informed his leadership
of the University, such as
encouraging Samuel Morris to
attend Taylor, moving the campus
from Fort Wayne to Upland in
1893, and Reade's fundraising
strategies and personal extension
of credit to save the University
from financial ruin. These
decisions were made based on his
trust in God,and in God's plan
both for his life and for the life of
Taylor University. Evidence of the
lives of these giants in Taylor's
history is preserved in the
Archives, and, as a result, these
and other stories continue to be
told. Arthur Holmes' idea that,
"The Christian believes that in all
she does intellectually, socially, or
artistically, she is handling God's
creation and that is sacred," can
be taken quite literally for those
of us in the archival profession.
Ashley Chu serves as the University
Archivist at Taylor University.
Holmes, Arthur F.The Idea of
a Christian College. William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1997.
Rediger, Milo A. Looking from
Yesterday.21 October 1968.
Presidents: Rediger. Ringenberg
Archives and Special Collections,
Taylor University,Upland,
Indiana.
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With gratitude
Dodransbicentennial.
Demisemiseptcentennial.

Special Collections.Ashley and her team of
students have invested significant amounts

We may all be familiar with the names
Centennials, Sesquicentennials, and

of time and resources in gathering materials
for not only this issue of Taylor,but also
our three other planned 175-year sections.

Bicentennials, which signify 100,150, and
200 years.If you've ever done a Google
search for the official name of a 175-year
anniversary, perhaps you have found
Dodransbicentennial (dodrans is a Latin
derivative) and Demisemiseptcentennial.
Another word signifying such milestone
anniversaries is quasquicentennial - or 125
years - which also has its root in Latin,
Since our quasquicentennial,Taylor
University has been blessed to have a
scholar, author, and historian Dr.William
Carey Ringenberg '61 (better known and
loved as Bill) as its institutional historian.
We have been blessed by, and have benefited
from, Bill's three books - Taylor University
- The First 125Years, followed by Taylor
University - The First 150 Years, and later this
year, Taylor University-The First 175 Years.
It was from those books I was able to draw
some of the information for this issue of
Taylor. Even more profound for me is the
impact Bill has had on my life.
I am also most grateful for the help of Ashley
(Black '07) Chu, our Taylor Archivist and
overseer of the Ringenberg Archives and

She, her students, and other members of
the Taylor community,were invaluable
in gathering the resources that made this
edition possible.
As the late Milo Rediger '39 once said, Taylor
University was, "My book, my poem,and my
song." Dr.Rediger, whom I was privileged
to knowfor two years prior to his death in
1988, was a thoughtful man who loved Taylor,
but even more, loved the Lord. It is in that
vein that I share the peril of attempting
to compile a list of anything about a place
like Taylor is that it becomes subjective.
Ultimately, it is not possible to include every
name, event, or place that impacted the lives
of our thousands of community members.
I am grateful to the team of friends and
scholars who provided valuable input on this
issue.
May this volume stir to remembrance God's
work in our lives.
Leaning on the everlasting arms-

f\

janes R. Garringer H' 15

Editor

Azucena Hernandez '24 is
a sophomore Biochemistry
student from Guatemala.
hanks to the generous efforts
of friends like you, the Taylor
rogram is made possible
or Azucena and hundreds of
other students each year.

Biochemistry, Scholarship Recipient!

INVESTING IN LIVES
THROUGH SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships make a Taylor education affordable and
attainable for students. As higher education costs
continue to climb, scholarships become one of the
best ways donors can invest in the University as well
as in servant leaders.
There are many ways to fund a scholarship such
as cash,bonds, stocks, real estate, trusts, annuities
or a bequest from a will or living trust.Taylor
provides professional and confidential assistance
in using life income and non-cash gifts to establish

scholarships. For assistance, please contact Michael
Mortensen, Director of Scholarships (765.998.5114:
mcmortensen@tavlor.edu).
The generosity of Taylor's partners ensures that
Taylor will remain a Christ-centered educational
institution, committed to ministering the redemptive
love of Jesus Christ to a world in need.Thank you
for considering your role in helping Taylor prepare
students to go and serve.

One generation commends your works to another;
they tell of your mighty acts.
Psalm 145:4-

PRAYER
r CHANCES THINGS

